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Next Newsletter    
For the July issue please send your contributions by Monday 6 July 2020.   

If you miss the deadline we may not be able to include your copy.  Please, wherever possible, send  
details by email as a Word attachment to the email in Arial 12p font in plain text, 350 words  

maximum, to heavenly_white_one@yahoo.co.uk  
 

Alternatively handwritten contributions may be sent to:   
Jean White, 64 Vicarage Lane, Acton, Sudbury CO10 0UQ.  Tel: 01787 370654 

 
Whilst every care has been taken in the compilation of this newsletter,  

errors and omissions are not the responsibility of the publisher or of the editor.   
Opinions, where expressed, are not necessarily those of the publisher or the editor.   

If a group isn’t mentioned in SU3AN, please check your Membership Card  
or the Sudbury U3A website, for details of Leader and Telephone Number. 

 
Printed by Indigo Ross,  Spectrum House, Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury CO10 1WH  

Telephone:  01787 880260  

Chairman’s message 
 
Hello everyone.  Here we are - end of May already - and my goodness, how times have 
changed since our last issue!  I hope you are all well and are coping with this ‘new normal’.  
Much is indeed different but some things never change;  Spring has brought some much  
needed warmth and sunshine, and the gardens and hedgerows are full of colour - lovely.  
 
Thank you so much to everyone who has contributed to this issue of SU3AN - it helps us in  
putting across the message that our U3A is still open for business!  Many of you are using  
technology such as Skype, WhatsApp, Zoom etc to have group meetings, join in quizzes, or just 
to chat;  your committee is meeting via Zoom  
 
You will have seen in my emailed message of 12 May that Speakers Meetings will not be taking 
place at the Rugby Club in June, July and August, but even though we may not be able to meet 
up in person for the time being, we intend to hold a ‘virtual’ Zoom monthly meeting in June.  
Anne Grimshaw has volunteered to do one of her talks for this meeting - those of you who have 
heard Anne speak at other meetings will know she always presents a very informative,  
entertaining talk. The title for Anne's talk is : ‘I’ll come back – whatever happens!’ This is a  
spin-off from the research she did for her talk ‘The Last Flight of Lancaster LL919’ .    
 
IMPORTANT: You will need to register to 'attend' the meeting which is scheduled for 10.00am 
on 16 June (please note this is a week earlier than our usual meeting would be).  
Email: tony.s.lee@icloud.com by 5 June at the latest please. If you would like some more  
information/help on using Zoom please contact me or any committee member.  
 
Please check National U3A website for further updates, guidance and advice, information on 
Zoom tutorials etc on: www.u3a.org.uk . 
 
To finish, we are doing all we can to ensure we are in a position to restart activities as soon as it 
is deemed safe.  Thank you for all your support - and just a little reminder, if you have not  
already done so, to please renew your membership at this year's lower subscription rate of £10. 
 
I hope to see as many of you as possible on 16 June;  in the meantime keep well. 
 
My very best wishes 
 

Anita Floodgate  

mailto:jean.white10@tiscali.co.uk
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=indigo+ross+address&oq=indigo+ross+address&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i61j69i65l3j69i60.4046j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
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Italian group 
Following the example of Italians in lockdown, members 
of the Sudbury U3A Italian group will be singing  
together, not from their balconies but via Skype.  
 
The group had been meeting regularly at The Sudbury 
Institute Club in Station Road, but even before pubs and 
clubs were forced to close down, the group was  
considering alternatives.  
 
Gladys Nott said: “My husband is a farmer, and due to 
the bad weather conditions in the autumn and early 
spring, he has only just been able to get on the fields for 
spring cultivation and planting.  It would be a big  

problem if I were to bring home any sort of infection, and prevent him from getting on with the farm 
work.” 
 
Another group member was on holiday in Sri Lanka. Anna Perera said: “I decided to stay in Sri 
Lanka for the time being. Lockdown in a warm climate with a garden seems preferable to  
lockdown in cold weather with a very small garden.” 
 
By meeting over the internet, the group can get together from wherever they happen to be.  
“We decided it would be great if we could keep in touch on email sharing interesting articles,  
cartoons, anecdotes and so on, in Italian,” said Gladis Garcia-Soza. “We need to keep the group 
alive and kicking, and maybe singing!” 
 
For some time, the group has been singing Italian songs as well as doing grammar exercises and 
having conversations at their meetings. 
 
Group leader Danila Pampanini missed the first Skype meeting because she went along to the  
Institute to make sure no-one had turned up there in person. “I visited Station Road at 2pm”, she 
said. “The manager and one other man were there, but otherwise not a soul in sight.” 
 
The first Skype meeting was a success, despite some people having problems working out how to 
connect. The second meeting, on April Fools’ Day, was great fun.  
 

Gayle Wade 
 
 

Diary and Group news 
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Film Group  

As you are all aware there will be no Film group for the foreseeable future due to the  
Covid-19, but as soon as we get the all clear the showing of films will be back. 
 
I saw this and thought it might help to cheer you up. 
 

I really hope everyone is being careful because people are going crazy from being in lock down! 
Actually I've just been talking about this with the microwave and toaster and we all agreed that things are 
getting bad. I didn't mention anything to the washing machine as she puts a different spin on everything. 
Certainly not to the fridge as he is acting cold and distant. In the end the iron straightened me out as she 
said everything will be fine, no situation is too pressing. The vacuum was very unsympathetic... told me to 
just suck it up, but the fan was more optimistic and hoped it would all soon blow over! The toilet looked a 
bit flushed when I asked its opinion and didn’t say anything but the door knob told me to get a grip. The 
front door said I was unhinged and so the curtains told me to ........yes, you guessed it .....pull myself  
together. 
 
Stay safe and well everyone.  
 

Jenny Filby 
 

Garden Visits  
 
Whilst there may soon be an easing of lockdown I suspect that because of 
social distancing requirements it will be some time before we in the garden 
visits group can resume our pleasant monthly visits and each other’s  
company, if at all this year although we can remain hopeful.  However I have 
cancelled the next two visits, to Wood Farm, Gipping and The Willows,  
Whepstead. 
 
However, you can find some beautiful gardens to visit ‘virtually’. The National 
Garden scheme is highlighting monthly gardens to visit online. They just ask 

for a non-compulsory donation to their chosen charity.  You don’t need to join the scheme to access the 
site.  It’s well worth exploring.  There are some lovely gardens to see which we would not be able to visit 
otherwise as they are too far away for a morning visit!  
  
Keep well and safe everyone.   
 

Moira Orton  Tel: 01787 269432 or 07928 092402; moira.orton1@gmail.com 

 

Zooming in on Wine 
Not to be beaten by self-isolation and the 2-metre social distancing rule, Wine Group 
3 decided in true spirit that the show must go on plus, after just over two weeks of 
coming to terms with no U3A activities, we could all do with a glass of wine and some 
socialising, albeit at a distance. 
 

The question was how to achieve such a meeting and luckily National U3A had some 
options on offer.  The committee had had their meeting using Zoom, so I was not new to it when deciding 
this was the route to go for our April meeting. 
 
Our planned tasting of South African wines had to be put on hold, but we all rallied round and selected 
from our cupboard a bottle to taste and discuss.  It was not practicable for everyone to purchase the same 
wine which meant we had a good mix of white, rosé and red, as well as grape varieties; some  
well-known, others less so.  A number chose their favourite wine, others went with the South African 
theme – a shiraz and pinotage from Swartland and a pinot grigio from Stellenbosh; the Spanish  
tempranillo grape was also popular both as a red and rosé, or just a purchased bottle they fancied 
drinking. 
 
A very different tasting from our usual format - all tasting the same wine and commenting upon it, but a 
very successful way of continuing the group during unusual times.  We did manage to enjoy a general 
chat before saying ‘goodbye’ and see you next month, hopefully in person.  If not we will be Zooming in 
again. 
 

Janet Cruttenden 
Group leader 
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When lockdown wine tasting is virtually the same… 
 
Just one week before our group was scheduled to meet for our monthly lunchtime  
tasting, the government locked us down.  We were not worried, surely there was a way 
that we could still do it.  Technology was at our fingertips, well more for some than  
others, there was plenty of software choice Zoom, House Party, Facetime, Skype.  With 
10 members and 7 different systems between us, iPad, laptop, PC, we needed one for 
all, and we needed it to be free.  Zoom at 40 minutes maximum (without having to pay) 
was definitely not going to be long enough!  We opted for Skype.  
  
A trial ‘connectivity run’ was set up the weekend before, one member had internet  

issues and couldn’t join, several of us had to learn how to ‘see’ everyone on one screen, there was a  
debate about whether being in a circle on screen was higher ranking than being in a square or a rectangle, 
why was I in a circle on some screens but a square on others, most concerning?  Much hilarity followed, 
everyone learned not to all talk at once (no wine at this stage) and the various options for the format of our 
tasting event were discussed, then after 40 minutes, we had our plan.  
 
Four days later and the day dawned, bright and sunny, perfect for a wine tasting lunch in the conservatory, 
lounge or room of your choice.  Each of us had selected two single grape wines from our ‘cellar’; one red; 
one white and a selection of complementing food.  First lesson for me, the Newbie, none of the red wines I 
had were single grape, so I had to find one, and fast, despite lockdown!   
 
We each took it in turn; show the glass on screen for colour; read the tasting notes; say what you were  
eating with it and then give your view of the nose and the taste.  Everybody else then had to guess from 
the above information the country, the grape and thus the wine.  
 
It worked rather well.  We had several correct guesses, some wines apparently tasted better when  
watching another person eat their own food, what?  How did that work?  Each of us learnt something, even 
if it was more about technology than wine.  The joys of being in a virtual meeting was one, and not all trying 
to talk at once, another! 
 
Next month our leader is buying two wines, one white and one red, each participating person/couple will be 
given one of each and we will all taste the same wine together.  As possibly the least vulnerable amongst 
us, I am going to collect from him and distribute to everyone.  The big question is……..should I soak the 
labels off between collection and delivery and really give the experts a run for their money??!! 
 

Ali Butcher 
 
 

1066 Pipes & Drums – “It’s what we do” 
 
They say that life begins at forty, but in my case it was fifty-eight and a half!  My life 
changed in November 2003, the day I met Jon Bartholomew in Hastings.  No, we  
didn’t fall in love, but I did start an affair with the Highland Bagpipes, which has  
subsequently taken over my life and, indeed, that of my long-suffering husband Rob. 
 
Jon was Hastings’ Town Crier, and Pipe Sergeant of 1066 Pipes & Drums.  He owned 
and ran Hastings Highland Supplies in St Leonards on Sea, and had placed an  
advertisement in a local paper offering bagpipe tuition.  Being a dyed-in-the-wool Scot 
who yearned for her home-country and who had been brought up as a youngster on 
her parent’s love of the Dagenham Girl Pipers and all things Scottish, this was just 
what I was looking for.   
 
I got myself a practice chanter and went along on a Wednesday evening to chanter 
and drum-pad sessions to try to get something tuneful out of it.  There followed weeks 
of perfecting this and learning tunes, playing them over and over again, day after day.   
Six months later I felt it was time to consider getting some bagpipes, my husband 
bravely suggested that for my 59th birthday he would buy me some.  What kind of fool 
is he?  I was thrilled with this idea but pointed out that I would not be going to Sunday 
morning practices because that was our only day together.  I also vowed that if I were 
ever good enough to be invited to parade with the Band, I would decline.  And as for 
ever, ever, playing anywhere on my own, well you can certainly forget that.  All I  
wanted at the time, was to be able to play a few tunes for my own enjoyment. 
                                                                                                                                              

                 … / ... 
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My first parade was looming large in the summer of 2004 and although I was terrified, from my point of 
view, it was reasonably successful.  However, there is something of a difference between standing still in 
a circle playing the pipes, and marching along a road with manhole covers and other pitfalls ready to trip 
you up.   And, of course, you have to watch the Drum Major and his mace and endeavour to follow the 
commands, and remember where you are in the tune (no music, of course) and keep in straight lines -  
and it is wise to breathe for yourself as well.  This was a whole new ballgame but, as I discovered, “it’s 
what we do”. 

Other parades followed: The Battle of Flowers Parade in Jersey, including an evening parade with  
battery-operated fairy lights attached to our pipes and drums; a trip to Oudenaarde for Hastings Town 
Twinning Committee, and after playing at Tyne Cot Cemetery (on the slopes below Passchendale) we 
were invited to play at the wreath-laying ceremony at the Menin Gate in Ypres. In 2007 I also arranged to 
go to my Grandfather’s grave at Serre in the Somme to play for him and all his comrades, and to play the 
solo lament at the Menin Gate.  Later that year 1066 Pipes & Drums played on Speaker's Green at the 
Houses of Parliament - the first ever civilian band to be allowed to play there - courtesy of Michael Martin, 
Speaker and Piper.   
 
By this time Rob had become Standard Bearer for 1066 Pipes & Drums, so he had a proper  
understanding of the problems involved in being on parade and concentrating on several things at the 
same time.   
 
I feel that it is incumbent upon me and every other Piper to help to keep our wonderful heritage of the 
Highland Bagpipes alive, and to that end I used to spend an afternoon at Ninfield Carnival letting folk have 
a go at playing them.  The look on their faces as they very nearly expired, while failing dismally to produce 
more than a couple of notes, was a sight to behold, but they loved every minute of it. 

Since I moved up here three years ago I have done several small parades for the Council and quite a few 
gigs for the RBL – Cornard Remembrance Parade last year and the year before – and I believe again this 
year,  Gainsborough's birthday parade in May this year and the American Independence Day last month 
at St Gregory's. 

And now I’m happy to play whenever, wherever I am asked, even though all I had wanted was to be able 
to play a few tunes for my own enjoyment 

Tricia Drawbridge   

 

Safety First 
We’re very good at giving safety advice to our children: wear your cycle helmet, life  
jacket and fasten your seat belt. But somehow on holiday we seem to forget this  
advice and sit on scooters with our hair blowing in the wind. In a photograph of my  
daughter and son in law recently, I notice that not one life jacket is visible on their  
banana boat. I know they can swim but what happens when they’re flung head first into 
the next boat riding the waves? They become unconscious and a few hours later, fish 
food. Do we leave our brains in our helmets at home? 
 
A recent little expedition of mine suggests I needed advice from someone to keep me  
safer. I parked my car in a familiar car park but as I headed for town I wondered, you 
have to these days, if I had a shopping bag. As I considered whether to return to my  
vehicle, I watched the barrier rise and waited for a car to drive underneath. It was at this 

point that I decided to move forward, stop, I mean completely stop and look in my handbag. I found: half a 
tube of peppermints, a packet of tissues, keys, diary, my purse, and I smiled as I found a rolled-up plastic 
bag. 
  
Now I had watched the barrier go up and being a lady of many years of experience I knew it had to come 
down. Luckily I am only 5 feet 4 so when the blow of the barrier hit the top of my head, it only crunched my 
skeleton down a few feet. It didn’t kill me outright, as it might have done a taller person. But the iron bar 
slammed my body down so fast, I sat on the tarmac dazed and incapable of movement. My chin was on 
my chest, my legs splayed like a newly born deer and the contents of my handbag thrown far and wide. 
And the blow seemed to fill my eyes with so much water or possibly blood that I was completely blinded. 
But my hearing was still good. I heard loudly and clearly, the clang of the iron barrier as it slammed back 
into its slot, inches above my head. 
 
                … /... 
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Luckily a kindly gentleman dragged me out of the way before I attempted to stand up underneath it, which 
would have given my head another blow, shattering my skull once more. It took half an hour sitting in my 
car with a wet towel positioned on my damaged crown to stop the flow of blood.  With my new hairstyle, I 
decided to call it a day and go home. I could order whatever it was I wanted, on line, so much safer.  
 
All that night the pain was so intense that if I did nod off, I soon woke thinking that iron bar was slamming 
down on my skull once more. The size of the egg was shocking. It resembled the beginning of a rhino horn. 
And I must have lost a few brain cells too because I still can’t remember what I wanted to buy in town.  
 

©Lindsey Evans       
 Stour Valley Writers           
 
 

Tilly’s Travels 
 
Above, the sun shone brightly, heat shimmered from the  
pavement  and, in the distance, the sounds of the ocean  
breaking onto the shore, could be faintly heard.  Finally, she 
had made it to the Australian Tropics, home of the Great  
Barrier Reef and Rainforests. 
 
Her first port of call would be Tjapukai, the Aboriginal park, 
where she would learn of the beliefs, the traditions and the 
foods eaten by the indigenous inhabitants of this huge  
continent. Here she would learn of Goorialla, The Rainbow  
Serpent, one of the Dreamtime creatures, which according 
to legend, had shaped the earth, by rising up from beneath 
the ground, creating huge ridges, mountains and gorges as 
it pushed up through the ground, and here she would be 

transported to another time, another life, another place. 
 
After losing herself in the sights, scents and sounds of the park, Tilly gently relaxed back into the here and 
now, a cup of flat white in her hand, trying to keep the images in her mind. 
 
But time marched on.  Next it was onward to the Daintree Rainforest, estimated to be 180 million years 
old.  She could spend time wandering through the canopy of trees, noting the warning to avoid both the 
Stinging Tree and the Wait-a-While vine. The first with a sting which, although no more painful than the  
European stinging nettle, was far more persistent and could last for several days.  The latter with spikes so 
sharp it could pierce clothing.  So much to see.  The Melaleuca, more commonly known as the Paperbark 
Tree, whose flowers resembled a bottle brush, the epiphytes (plants which live on other plants), amongst 
which is the Strangler Fig, which eventually kills its host, the myriad of ferns, including the largest of them 
all, the King Fern.  Just some of the vegetation to which the Rainforest is home, along with the thousands  
of species of birds, insects and other wildlife. If luck was on side, there was always the possibility of a 
glimpse of the elusive, well camouflaged Cassowary, which could stand almost two metres tall. 
 
The next stop would be a cruise in one of the electric boats along the Daintree River, with maybe a sighting 
of that natural Australian predator, the crocodile.  If it was very warm, the crocs could be found sunning 
themselves on the mud.  Mostly the ‘estuarine crocodile’, more commonly known as the Salty, inhabited this 
area. With its wide nose and large body, it was capable of taking for food whatever it could overpower,  
including humans, so no trailing hands in the water - far too tempting. As they could swim soundlessly 
through the water, the thunderous snap, as they leapt into the air, would be the first indication of their  
presence, by which time it would be too late. 
 
Stabbing hunger pangs, and a rumbling tum made Tilly realise it must be almost time for lunch. Tuna salad 
today, she decided. She did wonder what crocodile tasted like; she understood it was quite like chicken, but 
not today. 
 
Just then, a voice nearby said ‘come along Tilly, time to stop the daydreaming and put the brochures and 
photos away’. 
 
Ah well, she could dream and her granddaughter, Susie, would soon be in with more brochures and photos 
from her gap year travels.  Next stop was China. She couldn’t wait. 
 

Carol Rash 
Writing Group 2 
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All I did was call a Taxi! 

Gerry was bored. He was fed up with waiting at home, not going anywhere, not 
being able to meet his mates at Wetherspoons where they could work their way 
through their pension while discussing the good old days. Someone once said to 
Gerry "talk is cheap" but right now, with everything shutting down around him 
and fewer and fewer people about (and those that were didn't want to stand and 
chat - and you can't really chat from six feet away can you?), talk felt like  
something valuable.  The only talk he got, now  Doris was gone, was with Harry 
his next door neighbour.  Over the garden fence, since his Rita wouldn't let  
anyone into the house anymore.  
 
Gerry and Harry had one thing in common.  Thirty years ago they'd both been in 

business together.  Harry was a safebreaker, one of the best. Gerry was, as he liked to say, "in the  
diamond trade", by which he meant he had become quite expert at cutting diamonds so that their owners 
could no longer recognise them.  And four small diamonds could fetch almost as much as one large one if 
you had the right contacts.  
 
One day Harry pointed out that the three local jewellers had all shut their doors. "Inviting trouble that is". 
"Waddya mean?"  "I mean, leaving trays and trays of goodies lying about unsupervised, no security". 
"They'll be locked up, won't they?  In the safes. "   "Yeah.  I still remember how to open safes you know.  
And you still got your cutting equipment?"  "What are you suggesting, Harry?" 
 
It wasn't hard to guess.  And Harry mentioned his unemployed son-in-law was a damn good driver.  Did 
speedway, that sort of thing.  Well not so much unemployed as unemployable, he had to admit that.  But 
still, all they needed was transport and a quiet weekend when nobody was about.  "And let's face it, at the 
moment nobody is about.  Great opportunity. You know what they say:  Car Pay Deem.  Or something".  
Reluctantly, and after thinking of his bank statements, Gerry agreed.  They sat down to plan it all out. 
Six feet apart of course.  Round a big table. 
 
The next weekend , in the early evening dusk, a red Nissan drew up at the back of Jenner's the jewellers 
and two men decanted,  muffled up in coats and hats and scarves even though it was midsummer.  They 
entered at 7.15.  By 9.15 they were leaving.  The empty bags they'd carried were no longer empty. 
 
At 10.00 the same car stopped outside Bullard's. The device to trip the alarm was activated as the  
somewhat less than sophisticated bolt cutters got them through the side door.  Again, they were leaving 
just after midnight.   
 
It was at their third stop things began to unravel.   Son-in-law broke the lock and pulled open the door 
three seconds before the alarm was deactivated.  They looked at each other.  Three seconds.  Surely not 
time for the signal to reach head office or wherever it went. And anyway it was Saturday night, surely  
no-one would be there, watching, listening.  They waited a few minutes, then went ahead. Son-in-law  
returned to the car. 
 
The snag came when, bags bulging with beautiful baubles, they were ready to leave.  Gerry was first out 
the door.  He was also first back in again.  "The car's gone!".  "Waddya mean, the car's gone?"  "I mean 
the car's f......g  gone.  Excuse my French".  "How can it have gone? P’raps he's moved it round the  
corner". 
 
He hadn't.  Denis, the unemployable son-in-law, wasn't there. Also, importantly, neither was the car.  And 
it was two and a half miles back to their homes.  (Later it transpired Denis had been spooked when a  
police car drifted past.  He assumed it had come in answer to the alarm.  It hadn't.  He told them this much 
later.  Like four years later). 
 
There was only one thing to do.  Phone for a taxi.  (Rita didn't drive. There were a lot of things Rita didn't 
or couldn't do but that night, that was the most crucial). Gerry used his mobile phone.  It rang and rang. 
Unwisely, he left a message.  In a panic, Harry, even more unwisely, used the phone in the jewellers.   
Later,  the fingerprint evidence would be useful. 
 
When they went outside after hearing the engine(s), they discovered to their shocked horror, ten taxis 
lined up in the street outside. When questioned later by police the drivers owned up to being bored, with 
no work since the pubs were shut, so they'd all turned up, just to see who was leaving a jewellers in  
Market Street at 12.30 in the morning.  
 
Harry looked at Gerry.  Gerry looked at Harry. At the top of the road a flashing blue light had just become 
visible.  Harry spread his arms.  "Wasn't my fault" he whined.  "All I did was call a taxi"  
 

Phil Walker    

Writing Group 2          


